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Solutions to Royal Dairy...worms

How BIDA works 

Byproduct-Worm Castings

Worm Casting Applications



ROYAL DAIRY OVERVIEW
350,000 lbs of milk a day 

850,000 lbs of feed per day 

750,000 lbs of manure created per day, including winter months

150,000 gallons avg of new water used daily for cows drinking and parlor cleaning 

All water that comes on our dairy footprint either flows to our capture system or 
our asphalt containments and is then put through the process 

Dry cows and young stock raised on site

⅔ Free stall flush ⅓ open lot vacuum



Cows Eat Animal Feed and Poop Plant Feed

COWS ARE CRUCIAL TO SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE!

WE NEED TO UTILIZE THE NUTRIENTS FROM COWS 
BETTER, ESPECIALLY THAT WITHIN THE LIQUID 



Getting More Out of Liquid ManureUtilizing Feed
Feed  Manure Milk

67% Expenses 8% Expense 98% Revenue98% 
Revenue             8% Expense on Liquid Manure 

The cow's digestive process turns that feed into a valuable soil feed, we need to 
figure out how to process and utilize it better

Most of that expense is in the liquid manure, solid manure turned to compost is a 
break even for the dairy, is an asset to the farm but not enough to pay the dairy 
much on top of handling cost

Goal is to take the nutrients out of the water and use them properly as an asset to 
create revenue and improve farming. Use the water for irrigation.





Dairy Challenges 
Lagoons.. likely the biggest challenge for a dairy farmer today

Agronomically disposing of nutrient rich dairy liquid

Lots of land needed, lots of trucks on the road, shipping lots of water

Pre worms=4,000 acres needed for 50,000,000 gallons of water a year

Jury is still out on Nutrient Dairy Water, Science still in the air to show how much is 
agronomical

Lagoon=biggest source of odor and methane gas on the dairy

Reusing dirty water to clean pens is less effective



Worms Pulling out the Nutrients
Through the Biological Passive Flow through the BIDA system the vast majority of 
these plant nutrients can be pulled out of the water and digested by worms to 
make a very effective plant food.





How Biofiltro Works

https://vimeo.com/214224089

https://vimeo.com/214224089




81,000 square feet
200,000 gallons a day 
Runs aprox 7 minutes per hour, in the cold it’ll run 1 minute per 15 minutes
Aprox 4 hours from sprinkler to irrigatable water
  



At peak about 500 worms per 
square foot







Water Treatment 
Average of 10+ samples of pilot and full scale system

99% Removal of TSS

90% Removal of TN

70% Removal of TP

99% Removal of FECAL COLIFORM

70+% Reduction in Greenhouse Gasses 



We treat aprox 200,000 gallons a day

4000 acres down to 250 acres needed for 
same amount of water



Castings

Take about 1 year for worms to convert the top foot of the filter to castings, this top 
foot is where a majority of the nutrients out of the water will be.

Harvest about 2,500 yards or 1,000 tons every 18 months

Harvest using an excavator we skim off the first 1’ - 2’ of casting on top of filter

We will then use a traumel screen to seperate out some worms and put them back 
in the system if needed

 



RAW Castings out of Royal Daiy 
5,000 ft2 BIDA system at harvest 

For many application fungi 
food would need to be 
added to make more 
effective plant enhancer





35 Seeds to start
 



Castings Application
Use Raw Castings for more efficient plant growth 

Mix castings with compost for agriculture application 

Introduce fungi and other ingredients into castings to make a better casting

Use worm castings to make a worm tea



SUMMARY 
After BIDA we have Clean Water to irrigate with through our circles 

We have Castings and Compost to work with to advance our farming practices 

We reduce our greehouse gasses and odor



QUESTIONS???

https://vimeo.com/214224089

https://vimeo.com/214224089

https://vimeo.com/214224089
https://vimeo.com/214224089













